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STORAGE DEVICES WITH SOFT PROCESSING

Cross-Reference to Related Applications

[001] This application claims priority to the following applications, each of

which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety:

U.S. Provisional Application Serial No. 61/164,078), titled "Memory

Devices with Soft Processing," filed March 27, 2009;

U.S. Provisional Application Serial No. 61/180,313, titled "Memory

Devices with Soft Processing," filed May 21, 2009;

U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 12/537,060, titled "Storage Devices

with Soft Processing," filed August 6, 2009;

U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 12/537,045, titled "Storage Devices

with Soft Processing," filed August 6, 2009;

U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 12/537,081 titled "Storage Devices

with Soft Processing," filed August 6, 2009;

U.S. Provisional Application Serial No. 61/246,845, titled "Storage

Devices with Soft Processing," filed September 29, 2009; and

U.S. Provisional Application Serial No. 61/246,968 , titled "Storage

Devices with Soft Processing," filed September 29, 2009;

Background

[002] This specification relates to storage devices with soft processing.

[003] Memory devices are widely used for storage of information. There are

two main categories of memory devices: volatile memories, which generally need

electrical power to maintain their stored information, and non-volatile memories,

which can retain the stored information even when not powered. Common

examples of volatile memories include dynamic random access memory (DRAM)



and static random access memory (SRAM). Common examples of non-volatile

memories include read-only memory (ROM) and flash memory.

[004] In many semiconductor-based memory devices, data is stored in an array

of memory cells. FIG. 1 shows one example of a two-dimensional memory array

110 in which cells 112 are arranged into columns and rows. Each cell 112 is

connected to its neighboring cells via a pair of word line W1 and bit line B1that

together defines a unique physical address for the cell. Based on its address, each

cell can be accessed (e.g., written, read, and/or erased) individually or in groups

(e.g., words, pages) depending on the architecture of the memory device.

[005] In an example of a flash memory, a cell 112 can be made from a floating-

gate transistor that has a source (S), a drain (D), a control gate (CG), and a

floating gate (FG). During a "write" (also known as "program") operation, data is

written to the cell 112 by injecting a certain amount of electrical charge onto the

FG to alter the threshold voltage ( Vτ ) of the cell. Here, the threshold voltage

Vτ refers to the lowest voltage applied to the CG of the cell that is sufficiently

high to induce a source-drain current.

[006] The Vτ of a flash memory cell is usually in a physical range, known as the

"voltage window," defined by a minimum voltage value Vmm and a maximum

voltage value Fmax . The voltage window can be partitioned into two or more

threshold voltage domains to define a set of different logic states (e.g., "0," "1,"

"2," . . .) to which a cell can be written. For example, for a memory that stores a

single bit per cell (also referred to as a memory of binary cells), the voltage

window is divided into two threshold voltage domains that respectively represent

state "0" and "1." For a memory that stores a string of 3 bits per cell, the voltage

window is divided into 8 (i.e., 2 ) domains, each of which represents a different

one of the 8 logic states of the cell.

[007] In some examples of flash memory, to read a memory cell, the threshold

voltage of the cell is compared with a set of reference voltages representative of

the threshold voltage domains defining the logic states. A signal is generated by

sensing the source-drain current of the cell to determine whether the cell's



threshold voltage is higher or lower than the reference voltage with which it is

compared, and consequently, to which logic state the cell was last written.

[008] As with most devices, memory devices are susceptible to errors. There are

various factors that may affect the reliability of the write and read results of a

memory device. One example is the aging of certain types of memory cells that

causes a gradual shift in the voltage window and the threshold voltage domains

that define the logic states of the cells. Due to aging, the number of times for

which these types of memory cells can be re-programmed is generally limited.

Another example is the variations in the fabrication process that may cause certain

cells to behave differently than others when read or programmed. A further

example is the random noise that limits the precision of the read and/or program

circuitry.

[009] Some memory designs make use of error reduction and/or error correction

schemes to improve the reliability (e.g., read/write accuracy) of memory devices.

FIG. 2 shows one example of a flash memory device 200 with error correction

functionality. In this example, a memory array 210 resides together with a set of

one or more reference cells 220 on a memory chip 250. Each reference cell

carries a reference voltage that may be applied in a pre-defined order to the

control gate of a selected memory cell for generating a signal representing the

source-drain current i of this cell. (In some other examples, references voltages

may be swept to control the gate of selected memory cells to generate signals.)

This current i is then compared in a comparator 230 or a thresholding device (e.g.,

a sense amplifier) against a threshold current ith to produce a "hard" (digital) bit,

i.e., "0" or "1," representing the result of comparison. Subsequently, the output of

the comparator 230 is translated in a translation unit 232, for example, according

to a control signal provided by a controller 23 1 that also controls the sequential

application of reference voltages, to generate a bit string representing the data

stored in the cell. As a group of memory cells are read, a digital bit stream is

produced representing the stored data in those cells. Note that this bit stream is

likely to include errors for reasons described above. In this example, to improve

the data reliability and reduce the bit error rate (BER) of the memory device, error

correction codes (ECC) may be used in write operations to introduce carefully



designed redundancy to generate a coded bit string (codewords) representing the

original information to be stored. To recover the original information in a read

operation, the stream of the sensed (observed) coded bit strings may be sent to an

external controller chip 260 to be decoded in an ECC decoder module 240.

Summary

[010] Some general aspects of the invention provide a storage device having a

storage array of a group of storage elements. Each storage element can be

programmed to a discrete set of physical states. A read circuit selects one or more

storage elements and generates, for each selected storage element, an analog

signal representative of the physical state of the selected storage element. A

signal processing circuit processes the analog signal to generate a group of

outputs, with each output representing a degree of an association of the selected

storage element with a different subset of one or more of the discrete set of

physical states.

[011] Embodiments may include one or more of the following features.

[012] In some embodiments, each output of the signal processing circuit is a

continuous-valued signal.

[013] The storage device further includes a second signal processing circuit for

processing the group of outputs of the signal processing circuit to generate a

digital representation of a stored value of the selected storage element.

[014] A control circuit is coupled to the signal processing circuit for generating a

control signal to change a mapping characteristic from the analog signal generated

by the read circuit to the set of outputs. The control circuit may be configured for

changing the mapping characteristic based on an expected degree of variability of

the analog signal generated by the read circuit. The expected degree of variability

includes noise variance. The expected degree of variability may also include non-

uniformity of noise characteristics and/or non-uniformity in the spacing of the

mapping.

[015] In some embodiments, each output of the signal processing circuit

represents a probability of the selected storage element being at a respective one



of the discrete set of physical states (sometimes referred to as symbol probability),

and each one of the discrete set of physical states corresponds to a respective

storage value. Each storage value may correspond to a bit string, and the signal

processing circuit may generate the outputs to represent the probabilities of a

respective digit of the bit string having the value of "0" or "1" (sometimes

referred to as bit probability).

[016] In some embodiments, the storage array includes a group of floating-gate

memory cells. In some other embodiments, the storage array includes a group of

dynamic random access memory (DRAM) cells. In some further embodiments,

the storage array includes a group of capacitive elements, each of which may have

one or more capacitors. In some further embodiments, the storage array includes

a group of phase-change memory (PCM) cells.

[017] In a read operation, the read circuit applies a reference voltage to the

selected storage element to generate the analog signal representative of the

physical state of the selected storage element. The analog signal can be a current-

encoded signal or a voltage-encoded signal and be provided to the signal

processing circuit in a single-ended or differential form.

[018] Each output of the signal processing circuit may represent the degree of

the association, for instance, as a probability representation in a linear domain, or

in a log domain (e.g., using a log-probability based representation or a log

likelihood ratio based representation). In some examples, each output may have a

signal level determined as in linear proportion to the probability representation, or

determined as a monotonic function of the probability representation.

[019] In some embodiments, the signal processing circuit includes an analog

signal processor that transforms the analog signal to the group of outputs. In

some other embodiments, the signal processing circuit includes a digital

processing logic for processing binary representations determined from the analog

signal.

[020] In some embodiments, the storage device further includes a non-linear

signal transformation circuit coupled between the read circuit and the signal

processing circuit.



[021] Another general aspect of the invention provides a storage device having a

storage array with a group of storage elements, each storage element operable to

be programmed to a discrete set of physical states. The storage device also

includes a read circuit for selecting one or more storage elements and generating,

for each selected storage element, an analog signal representative of the physical

state of the selected storage element. The storage device further includes a signal

processing circuit having a first module and a second module. The first module

processes the analog signal to generate a set of one or more outputs, with each

output representing a degree of an association of the selected storage element with

a subset of one or more of the discrete set of physical states, and the second

module for processing the set of one or more outputs of the first module to

generate a digital representation of a stored value of the selected storage element.

[022] In some embodiments, the first module may include one or more features

of a demapper circuit described in PCT Application Serial No.

PCT/US2010/025945, titled "Signal Mapping," filed March 2, 2010. The second

module may include one or more features of a decoder circuit described in PCT

Application Serial No. PCT/US 10/25956, titled "Belief Propagation Processor,"

filed March 2, 2010.

[023] Another general aspect of the invention provides a storage system having a

first section and a second section interfacing the first section. In some examples,

the first and the section are implemented as two integrated circuits coupled by a

communication link.

[024] The first section includes a storage array having a group of storage

elements, with each storage element being operable to be written to one of a

discrete set of N physical states. The first section also includes a read circuit for

selecting one or more storage elements and generating, for each selected storage

element, an analog signal representative of the physical state of the selected

storage element. A modulation circuit is provided for accepting the analog signal

to form a modulated representation of the analog signal from the read circuit.

This modulated representation is capable of representing more than N different

states.



[025] The second section includes a demodulation circuit for accepting the

modulated representation of the analog signal from the modulation circuit to

recover the analog signal. A signal processing circuit processes the recovered

analog signal to generate a plurality of outputs, with each output representing a

degree of an association of the selected storage element with a different subset of

one or more of the discrete set of physical states.

[026] Embodiments of this aspect may include one or more of the following

features.

[027] The modulation circuit in the first section includes an analog-to-digital

converter (ADC). The demodulation circuit in the second section includes a

digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The ADC may include a linear ADC

component or a non-linear ADC component (e.g., a logarithmic ADC component).

[028] The modulated representation of the analog signal from the read circuit

includes a signal of multiple quantization levels. This signal of multiple

quantization levels may be transmitted via a serial line, or alternatively, via

multiple parallel lines, to the demodulation circuit.

[029] In some embodiments, the modulation circuit is further configured for

applying a signal modulation technique to the analog signal from the read circuit

to form a modulated representation of the analog signal. The signal modulation

technique includes pulse width modulation, pulse amplitude modulation,

quadrature amplitude modulation, phase modulation, or pulse-position modulation.

It may also include stochastic modulation, in which case the modulated

representation of the analog signal is provided as a random binary sequence of a

specified probabilistic distribution.

[030] A further aspect of the invention provides a circuit having a signal

processing circuit for accepting a discrete-valued input characterizing an

observation of a signal and for generating a set of continuous-valued outputs, with

each output characterizing a corresponding log likelihood ratio (LLR) based

measure of an association of the signal with one or more of a set of representative

levels. The signal processing circuit includes a group of mapping circuits, each

mapping circuit being configured to map a different range of the discrete-valued



input to a respective discrete-valued output signal according to a modeling of the

characteristics of the observation of the signal. The signal processing circuit also

includes a group of conversion circuits, each conversion circuit being configured

for accepting the discrete-valued output signal of a corresponding mapping circuit

to generate a respective one of the set of continuous-valued output.

[031] Embodiments of this aspect may include one or more of the following

features.

[032] In some embodiments, the signal processing circuit is used in the context

of memory applications, in which case the observation of the signal includes an

observation of a physical state of a selected storage element of a storage array

having a group of storage elements. Each one of the set of representative levels

associated with the signal may correspond to a respective one of a set of physical

states to which the storage element can be written.

[033] A pre-processing circuit is coupled to the signal processing circuit for

generating the discrete-valued input of the signal processing circuit characterizing

the observation of physical state of the storage element.

[034] The pre-processing circuit may include a read circuit for selecting the

storage element from the group of storage elements to generate a discrete-valued

signal representing the physical state of the selected storage element and for

providing this discrete-valued signal as input to the signal processing circuit.

Examples of such a read circuit include thresholding devices, such as a digital

sense amplifier.

[035] Alternatively, the pre-processing circuit may include a read circuit for

selecting the storage element from the plurality of storage elements to generate a

continuous-valued signal representing the physical state of the selected storage

element. In some of these examples, the pre-processing circuit further includes an

analog-to-digital converter for converting the continuous-valued signal

representing the physical state of the storage element into a discrete-valued signal,

and for providing this discrete-valued signal as input to the signal processing

circuit.



[036] In some embodiments, a decoder circuit is coupled to the signal processing

circuit for processing the set of continuous-valued outputs of the signal processing

circuit to generate a digital representation of the physical state of the storage

element.

[037] The decoder circuit may include an analog decoder core configured for, in

each of a plurality of cycles of a decoding operation, accepting a portion of code

data and a portion of an intermediate value date to generate an output. The

decoder circuit may further include an analog storage for storing the output of the

analog decoder core. In some examples, the portion of code data accepted in each

of the plurality of cycles of the decoding operation includes data representing the

physical state of each of a subset of two or more storage elements selected from

the storage array.

[038] In some embodiments, the modeling of the characteristics of the

observation of the signal includes a modeling of an expected degree of variability

in the observation of the signal.

[039] Each one of the plurality of mapping circuits may form a substantially

piece-wise linear mapping of the different range of the discrete-valued input to the

respective discrete-valued output signals. The mapping circuit may be

implemented as a look-up table, or alternatively, as one or more logic gates.

[040] Each conversion circuit in the signal mapping circuit includes a digital-to-

analog converter.

[041] Some embodiments may have one or more of the following advantages.

[042] In some embodiments, storage devices with "soft" error correction

functionality that makes use of information about the statistical reliability of the

data can achieve better error detection and correction performance than devices

with "hard" decoding in which data is mapped to discrete values. This reliability

information can be represented either in digital form by allocating several bits for

each transmitted data bit, or alternatively, in analog form by using a continuously

valued analog signal (e.g., a current or voltage encoded signal).



[043] In some embodiments, a soft demapper circuit is used for translating an

ambiguous noisy version of an information signal to the reliability measure of this

signal. Reliability metric can be chosen in different ways, including for example,

probability based metrics and log likelihood ratio based metrics. The soft

demapper can be designed to accommodate the specific noise characteristics of

the storage device for the particular application, and may perform distinct

mapping functions for read operation and write verify operations.

[044] In some embodiments, implementing the soft error correction functionality

on (or at least partially on) the same chip as the memory array can reduce the

bandwidth requirement for transmitting data from the memory chip to the

controller chip and result in lower power consumption.

[045] In this document, signals representing "a degree of an association" (for

instance, the degree of the association of the selected storage element with a

different subset of one or more of the discrete set of physical states) include

signals that provide a non-absolute measure, or a measure that is different from a

mere binary decision of absolute association (true) or absolute non-association

(false). Such signals may be continuous-valued signals, for instance, having

levels corresponding to numerical values within the range of (0, 1) (non-

inclusive), or be signals that have levels corresponding to a gradation of a range of

numerical values that results in multiple quantized progressions. In some

implementations, the degree of an association is presented by the signal as a

probability representation in a linear domain (e.g., linear probabilities), a

probability representations in a logarithmic domain (e.g., log odds, log likelihood

ratios), or representations of certainty or likelihood that are not strictly

probabilistic.

[046] In another aspect, in general, a soft demapper circuit uses a discrete valued

input by approximating a transfer function using piecewise linear (e.g., piecewise

constant) segments. In some examples, the approximate transfer function

associated with each of one or more demapper outputs is limited ("capped"). The

value at which each function is limited may be specific to each output, for

instance being set to maintain or approximate relative probabilistic relationships

between the mapped states (e.g., combined outputs). In some examples, the



limiting values are selected according to overall performance of the demapper or

system that incorporates the demapper. For example, the limiting values are

optimized according to a performance (e.g., accuracy) criterion. In some

examples, each output of the demapper is associated with one bit of a binary

representation (e.g., base 2, Gray code) and the limiting values are chosen

according to the relative probabilities of the values represented by the binary

code.

[047] Other features and advantages of the invention are apparent from the

following description, and from the claims.

Brief Description of Drawings

[048] FIG. 1 shows a memory array in an exemplary memory device.

[049] FIG. 2 shows a conventional memory device with error correction scheme.

[050] FIG. 3 shows one example of a memory device with soft error handling

capability.

[051] FIG. 4 shows the memory device of FIG. 3 in a read operation.

[052] FIG. 5 shows the memory device of FIG. 3 in a verify operation.

[053] FIG. 6A shows a circuit architecture of the memory device of FIG. 3.

[054] FIG. 6B shows a second circuit architecture of the memory device of FIG.

3.

[055] FIG. 6C shows a third circuit architecture of the memory device of FIG. 3.

[056] FIG. 7 shows an alternative memory cell.

[057] FIG. 8 shows an alternative read operation.

[058] FIGs. 9A-9J show respective embodiments of interfaces between a

memory chip and a controller chip.

[059] FIG. 10 shows a further embodiment of a memory device in which a soft

demapper accepts discrete-valued input.



[060] FIG. 11 shows an example of a PAM8 Gray-coded constellation used in

the memory device of FIG. 10.

[061] FIG. 12 shows simulated transfer functions of a soft demapper that accepts

continuous-valued input.

[062] FIG. 13 shows approximated transfer functions of a soft demapper that

accepts discrete-valued input.

[063] FIG. 14 shows one implementation of a soft demapper that accepts

discrete-valued input to continuous-valued output.

[064] FIG. 15 shows a mapping table for use with one digital shuffler of FIG.

14.

Detailed Description

1 Overview

[065] Data storage and retrieval in a memory device are subject to errors, for

example, due to fabrication defects, device aging, circuit uncertainties, and chip

variations. Many of these error sources can be characterized as a type of noise

that affect the reliability of the information being stored in and retrieved from the

memory. An analogy to the noise is a communication channel that imposes

distortion to the message being transmitted through the channel. Traditional

approaches to error handling (e.g., error detection, reduction, and correction) in

memory devices include storing information by programming codewords, for

example, developed using ECC techniques, to memory cells. The stored

information can be retrieved by detecting the programmed codewords in the form

of a bit stream and subsequently "hard" decoding the bit stream to form a read

output.

[066] The following description discusses approaches to handling errors in

storage devices based on the soft processing of information (e.g., not solely based

on discrete values) from the memory. By modeling the characteristics of storage

devices including the characteristics of various noise components that may

influence the memory performance, soft error reduction/correction can be



implemented to translate a noisy observation of stored data into a reliability

measure of the observation that contribute to an accurate data recovery.

[067] For purposes of illustration, the following description provides examples

of soft error reduction/correction techniques primarily in the context of a flash

memory. It should be noted that these techniques are readily applicable to other

types of storage devices such as DRAM, SRAM, phase-change memories, hard

drives, and various types of multi-level ( > 2 levels) memories.

[068] Referring to FIG. 3, a flash memory device 300 includes a memory array

310 having a set of memory cells 312 arranged in columns and rows. In this

example, for purposes of discussion, each cell is assumed to store 2 bits of

information. In other words, each cell can be programmed to 4 possible logic

states (denoted as S ,S1, S2 ,S3 ), with each state defined by a different threshold

voltage VTH created by injecting a corresponding amount of charge to the FG of

the cell. Depending on the particular application, the 2-digit bit string stored to a

memory cell may represent the information bits (referred to as an original

message) or a portion of the information bits, or alternatively, represent a

codeword (referred to as an encoded message) that contains redundancy (e.g.,

parity bit(s)) or a portion of the codeword.

[069] To read a selected memory cell, a read voltage 322 is applied to the CG of

the cell to induce an analog signal indicative of the cell's threshold voltage (or in

other words, the cell's logic state). In some implementations, this analog signal is

selected to be one that presents a continuous function of the cell's threshold

voltage, with amplitude spanning over one or more continuous ranges. This is

different from the example of FIG. 2 where the readout signal from a cell is a

discrete function of its threshold voltage, which simply makes a "yes" or "no"

decision for each one of the reference voltages applied to the cell.

[070] One example of the induced analog signal of FIG. 3 is the source-drain

current i of the cell, and in this example, the read voltage 322 is provided with a

fixed amplitude equal to or greater than the reference voltage needed to overcome

the possible threshold voltages of the cell for any state that may have been written.

This read voltage 322 is designed to be capable of inducing, regardless of the



logic state to which the cell is programmed, the source-drain current i reflective of

the threshold voltage according to the cell's I-V characteristics. For example, in

cases where the flash memory cell is formed using MOS transistor operating in

the weak inversion regime, the current is formed approximately as

i oc e
(vREAD~vTH)

w hereas in other cases of MOS operating in the strong inversion

regime, the current is formed approximately as / <x (VREAD - VTH )2 . Other types

of current-voltage characteristics (e.g., near linear I-V characteristic) are also

possible depending on the particular implementation of the memory cells. In

some examples, the current signal is processed in a signal converter 324 that is

configured to amplify the current signal i and/or to convert it to a voltage signal

using a resistive load. In some examples, the signal converter 324 includes a low

noise amplifier (LNA) for amplifying the current signal and/or for reducing noise

non-uniformity in the signal.

[071] Ideally, when the entire memory device (including the read and program

circuits) is error-free, the analog signal induced from any of the memory cells in

this example would have only 4 possible values, each corresponding to a

respective logic state. In practice, the analog signal may span over a continuous

range of values, for example, due to the programming process and the noises from

other circuit components of the memory device. Therefore, the determination of

the logic state (and thus the bit string) of the cell given the detected analog signal

is probabilistic in nature.

[072] One approach to implementing soft error correction on the induced analog

signal includes the use of a soft demapper circuit 330 as described in detail below.

[073] Very generally, the soft demapper 330 accepts the analog signal as input

and transforms it into a reliability measure of this signal. The reliability measure

can take various forms, with one example being a probability based measure of

the selected memory cell being at each one of the 4 possible logic states and

another example being a log likelihood ratio (LLR) based measure. The soft

demapper may additionally or alternatively form a probability and/or LLR

measure of each one of the two bits stored in the cell being a "0" or "1."



[074] In this example, the soft demapper 330 uses its input signal to generate the

probabilities of cell being in each one of the four possible states S ,S1,S2 ,S3 . For

each state S1, the demapper is configured to form a respective transfer function,

for example, as represented by a probability curve P(S 1) conditioned on the input

signal. The transfer functions are designed, for example, by modeling the

characteristics of the memory device (including its noise components). In this

example, at any input value, the probabilities of all four states are normalized so

that they add up to 100%. (Normalization is not necessarily required in other

examples, where the probabilities of all states may not add up to 1.) The

probability of one of the bits stored in the cell having value "1",

i.e., PQ ) or ( 1) , can be obtained, for example, by performing a marginal sum

over a selected set of P(S 1) determined according to the mapping of the states to

the bit strings. Further discussions of circuit examples and techniques to

implement the soft demapper 330 are provided in detail in PCT Application Serial

No. PCT/US2010/025945, titled "Signal Mapping," filed March 2, 2010, the

entire contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

[075] In some examples, the outputs of the demapper 330 are further processed

by a soft decoder 340 (e.g., a soft error correction decoder) to generate a digital bit

string representing the stored data in the selected memory cell. For example, the

soft decoder 340 converts the probabilities of the states P(S 1) or the probability of

the bits P Q 1) to form a decoded bit string associated with the memory cell. In

examples where code words (e.g., including both information bits and parity bits)

were written to the memory cells, the soft decoder 340 makes use of the ECC to

recover the information bits. Further discussions of circuit examples and

techniques to implement the soft decoder 340 are provided in detail in PCT

Application Serial No. PCT/US 10/25956, titled "Belief Propagation Processor,"

filed March 2, 2010, the entire contents of which are incorporated herein by

reference.

[076] In the above soft error correction approach, the soft demapper circuit 330

forms a mapping of a continuous analog signal to the reliability measure of the

signal. Note that the ideal characteristics of this mapping (e.g., the shapes and the

locations of the probability curves) are dependent on the characteristics of the



memory device, such as the operation state of the device, the chip organization,

and error distributions along the signal path. . In some examples, the error

tolerance in different operations (e.g., read, write, verify) may be different.

Moreover, the memory cells fabricated on the same chip may not always have

uniform properties, for example, with some being more error-prone than the

others.

[077] In some implementations, the soft demapper 330 is designed to be capable

of reconfiguring its mapping characteristics, for example, based on the type of the

circuit operation the memory device performs and the characteristics of the signal

path.

[078] The following description provides two examples in which the soft

demapper 330 is operable to adjust its mapping characteristics using an external

control. The first example relates to performing a read operation on selected

memory cells. The second example relates to verifying a write operation on

selected memory cells.

2 Read Operation

[079] Referring to FIG. 4, in one implementation, a soft demapper circuit 430

uses a set of sigmoid generators 436 to provide transfer functions that

approximate the probability curves P(S 1) . The sigmoid generators 436 are

coupled to a set of pre-processing components 432 and 434 that are responsive to

external control signals α0 , 1,α2 and b ,l\, b2 for controlling the characteristics of

the transfer function of the demapper. Examples of controllable characteristics of

the transfer function include the locations and the shapes (e.g., sharpness) of the

probability curves P(S 1) .

[080] In a read operation, some or all of the ak and bk parameters may be

determined from values obtained from the reference cells 420. The reference cells

420 may include reference cells that respectively carry global control parameters

and local control parameters, as described below.

[081] At the global level, each cell can be programmed into four possible logic

states, and the location of the probability curve P(S 1) for each state is defined (or



at least partially defined) by the representative threshold voltage of the state.

These representative threshold voltages may be provided by a set of global

reference cells to the demapper to set mapping parameters that are universally

applied to all read operations. Note that the spacing between the different

probability curves is not necessarily uniform and the sharpness of each curve may

also differ. This can be caused, for example, by the different noise levels incurred

by the transmission of the analog signal in different amplitude bands as

corresponding to the different states. In some examples, such variabilities can be

accounted for during the read operation by setting the desired control parameters

to the demapper to generate a set of non-uniformly spaced transfer

functions P(S 1) . In some other examples, an optional signal transformation

circuit 426 precedes the soft demapper circuit 430 to provide a fixed or

programmable transfer function, for example, that transforms the analog signal

such that the transformed signal can be subsequently processed using a soft

demapper with a set of uniformly spaced transfer functions P(S 1) . Such a signal

transformation unit can be designed to account for, for example, the non-

uniformity in the noise distribution for states S1, the non-uniformity in the

spacing between the states S1, and/or the non-linearity of the current-voltage

characteristics of the transistor in the memory cell.

[082] At the local level, cell-to-cell variations may be present on a memory chip.

For instance, certain blocks or rows of memory cells may exhibit noise

characteristics different from the others, for example, as a result of the fabrication

process or faster aging due to more frequent use. Therefore, in some applications,

it is useful to implement a set of local reference cells carrying control parameters

that are specific to subsets of one or more of the memory cells. When a particular

memory cell is selected for a read operation, the corresponding local reference

cell(s) is also selected to determine or adjust the parameters to reconfigure the

mapping characteristics of soft demapper to suit this particular read operation.

[083] Note that, for certain types of memory devices, the memory cells undergo

an aging process that can cause the threshold voltages of the cell to gradually shift

as a function of its accumulative use time. This can cause the read error rate to

increase over time if the parameters used for mapping the signal to the reliability



measure stay unchanged. To reduce this aging effect, in some applications, the

demapper circuit is adapted to accept a set of time-varying control parameters

based on the aging characteristics. One way of doing this is to re-write the

reference cells with suitable reference voltages at the same time memory cells are

written.

3 Verify Operation

[084] In some applications, once a memory cell is written, it undergoes a verify

operation that compares the data that was sent from a memory controller to be

written into the memory (e.g., stored in the buffer of a write circuit), with the data

that has actually been stored in the cell to check, for example, whether the

programming operation is completed. One way to perform the verify operation

makes use of a soft demapper circuit 530 configured using the above described

techniques.

[085] Referring to FIG. 5, in a verify operation, the demapper 530 accepts

control parameters sent from a program verify circuit 580 to provide mapping

characteristics suitable for this operation. Similar to the demapper operation of

FIG. 4, in this example, the demapper 530 is also operable to adjust the location

and the shape of its transfer function based on ak and bk parameters. Note that,

even for the same memory cell, the mapping characteristics used in a verify

operation are not necessarily the same as that used in a read operation. In some

examples, the soft demapper 530 is configured to form sharper probability curves

with less overlapping (or no overlapping) in comparison to the soft demapper 430

in a read operation, for example, because the signal in the latter (but not the

former) operation may contain aging-caused noise. The sharper probability

curves may also be desirable in cases where, for example, each verify operation is

performed along with a write operation during which incremental charges are

injected in succession to the floating gate of the transistor in the memory cell, and

after each injection, the demapper is used to determine whether the intended

charge has been stored. In those cases, the demapper 530 can effectively function

as a "hard" version of the demapper 430 of FIG. 4, producing near-discrete output

after each charge injection. Depending on the particular implementation, the soft



demapper 530 may also be responsive to local reference cells (not shown here) to

provide mapping specificity to a particular memory cell(s) if desired.

4 Device Architecture

[086] The above described circuits for soft error handling can be implemented in

a memory device in a number of different ways. The demapper can be

implemented using analog circuits and/or digital circuits. Similarly, the decoder

can be implemented using analog circuits and/or digital circuits. In some

examples, the decoder can include an analog processing module coupled to a

digital processing module in a cascaded or parallel fashion. The locations of these

circuit components can be determined based on factors such as the cost, the

physical size, and the bit error rate performance desired for the overall solution.

[087] FIG. 6A shows an on-chip architecture in which both the soft demapper

630 and soft decoder 640 are placed on the same chip 600 (i.e., fabricated on the

same semiconductor wafer and/or formed into a single integrated package) as the

memory array 610. In this case, the soft demapper 630 can reside in a variety of

places on the chip, including but not restricted to directly next to a memory cell, at

the end of a memory column or row, or elsewhere in the read path of the memory

device.

[088] In some examples, the decoder outputs soft information (e.g., probabilities

of bit values) about the stored values read from the memory array. Further error

correction can then be performed using these soft values, for example, using a

second analog or digital decoder. In some examples, this further error correction

combines outputs from multiple memory arrays, for example, by using

redundancy that is spread across different memory arrays. For example, an on-

chip soft decoder may perform a first level of error correction, without necessarily

making hard decisions output bit values. The soft information from multiple

chips may then be combined in a controller chip in a second level of error

correction. In some examples, the first level of error correction can output hard

decisions, thereby reducing the amount of information to be transferred to the

controller chip.



[089] The soft demapper and the soft decoder can be formed either both using

digital circuits, or alternatively, both using analog circuits. In the first case, the

outputs of the demapper are provided in the digital form to the decoder. In the

second case, the outputs of the demapper are provided in the analog form, and the

overall implementation can reduce the requirements for physical area and power

consumption, allowing for a comprehensive and economical ECC solution for

memory devices. Also, the soft demapper can be formed using analog circuits

and the decoder can be formed using a combination of analog and digital

processing modules, in which case the outputs of the demapper are provided in the

analog form to the analog processing module of the decoder. Other variations

(such as combining an analog demapper with a digital decoder) are also possible.

[090] In some analog implementations, the functional components of the soft

demapper and soft decoder are constructed using bipolar junction transistors, or

MOS transistors operating in the weak inversion region (the "below-threshold"

mode). In some cases, the inherent speed limitations of MOS transistors operating

in the weak inversion region may limit the maximum bandwidth achievable by the

demapper/decoder circuit. In some other implementations, the demapper and

decoder circuits are constructed using MOS transistors operating in the strong

inversion region (the "above-threshold" mode), allowing high throughput for

practical memory applications to be achieved at a reduced cost.

[091] Note that the demapper 630 is shown in FIG. 6A as being implemented in

a centralized fashion such that analog signals read from selected memory cells are

processed in the demapper in a serial manner. In this case, as a group of memory

cells are read to produce a set of current signals, these current signals can be

processed successively in the soft demapper 630, for example, by using an analog

multiplexer (not shown) that sequentially couples a selected one of the current

signals to the input of the soft demapper 630.

[092] In some other examples, the demapper function can be implemented in a

distributed manner to allow parallel processing of the current signals from

multiple memory cells. For example, some memory devices may have a set of

demapper circuits, each specific to a subset of memory cells for mapping the

analog signal induced from these cells to reliability measures. Each subset of



cells is selected, for example, based on their common characteristics (such as

being in the same row of the memory array), and the corresponding demapper

may be placed local to those cells (such as at the end of the row). In some further

examples, the memory device may include a set of shared demapper circuits that

operate over a range of multiple subsets of memory cells, in which case a read

operation may involve both parallel and serial processing of data in the demapper

circuits.

[093] Depending on the particular implementation, the decoder circuit 640 can

also be configured to process data in a serial and/or parallel fashion. In some

examples, an analog memory is provided between the soft demapper 630 and the

soft decoder 640 for storing outputs of the soft demapper 630 and for providing

inputs to the soft decoder 640 (or multiple processing modules of the soft decoder

640), which then processes code data in a full parallel or a scheduled manner. In

some examples where the soft decoder 640 applies an iterative approach to decode

its input data, a set of intermediate value data is produced in each iteration and is

stored in an analog memory (either centralized or distributed in the decoder 640)

for retrieval in subsequent iterations. In cases where each iteration further

includes multiple operation cycles, data produced in each operation cycle may

also be temporarily stored in the analog memory. Once the iterations are

completed, data, including the intermediate value data from the analog memory, is

then combined to form decoded data representing an error correction of the input

data provided to the decoder. The output of the soft decoder can then be passed

onto succeeding circuit(s) either in a serial and/or parallel fashion.

[094] In some applications, the on-chip architecture of FIG. 6A avoids sending

accurate analog values across chips to an external controller. In some examples,

the on-chip architecture can also take advantage of the block access nature of the

memory read process and allow the decoder to operate on a larger amount of data

in parallel without necessarily requiring it to be serialized, transmitted and then

parallelized, therefore speeding up the decoding process.

[095] In some applications, the on-chip architecture also enables the memory

device to correct error internally, thereby reducing the i/o bandwidth by requiring

only message bits (but not parity bits) to be sent and by requiring only hard bits



(but not soft bits) to be sent. It can also allow the designer of the memory device

to tailor the decoder to fit the exact design of the memory system, including for

example, how the read function is affected by process, voltage, temperature, and

other factors, by using the designer's knowledge of the strengths and weakness of

the particular application.

[096] FIG. 6B shows a second architecture in which the soft demapper 630

resides on the same memory chip 600 as the memory array 610, whereas the soft

decoder 640 resides on a separate controller chip 602. In this case, the soft

outputs of the demapper 630 are transmitted across chip to the decoder 640.

Again, both the demapper and decoder can be implemented using analog circuits

and/or using digital circuits. In some cases where the decoder 640 includes an

analog processing module coupled to a digital processing module, the analog

processing module can reside on the memory chip 600 while the digital

processing module resides on the controller chip 602, such that only hard (digital)

bits need to be transmitted across the chips.

[097] This second architecture can be useful in certain applications such as when

the decoder uses large block size to achieve better performance. In

communication systems, codes with larger block sizes are used extensively to

achieve low bit error rates (BER). In memory applications, using large block

lengths and soft decoding in the controller chip 602 can allow the ECC algorithm

to achieve coding gain over the communication channel between the multiple

memory chips and memory controller, thereby improving overall performance.

[098] In general, the integration of the demapper on the memory chip in FIG. 6A

and FIG. 6B allows the design of the overall memory system (e.g., silicon-based

memories) to be optimized for particular applications by improving the speed of

access, improving the decoding performance, and/or reducing power

consumption.

[099] FIG. 6C shows a third architecture in which both the soft demapper 630

and the soft decoder 640 reside on a controller chip 602 separate from the memory

chip 600 on which the memory array 610 resides.



[0100] Note that the various parallel and serial implementations discussed with

reference to the on-chip architecture can also be applied to the second and third

chip architectures. Intermediate data storage (e.g., analog and/or digital

memories) may also be used at selected locations of the chip.

5 Interfaces

[0101] As briefly described in the previous sections of this document, the memory

device can be configured according to various memory architectures selected

depending on the particular implementation. The individual components of the

device may also be integrated via a variety of interfaces. Some examples of these

interfaces are described in detail below.

[0102] FIG. 9A shows a first type of interface in which the memory device

includes a memory chip 1000 and a controller chip 1002 on which both soft

demapper 1030 and soft decoder 1040 are implemented. During a read operation,

a read circuit 1024 (e.g., a sense amplifier) selectively accesses one or more cells

in the memory array 1010 to form an analog signal representative of the storage

value associated with the selected cell. This analog signal is transmitted in the

form of a continuous-valued signal, for example, via conventional analog

transmission mechanisms (such as via electrical or fiber-optic cables), to be

processed by the soft demapper 1030 that is located on the separate controller chip

1002. Depending on the particular implementation, this signal can also be

modulated prior to transmission using analog modulation method such as

frequency modulation (FM) and amplitude modulation (AM), or no modulation at

all.

[0103] FIG. 9B shows another interface example in which the communication

between the memory chip 1000 and the controller chip 1002 is implemented in

digital form. Very generally, the memory chip 1000 includes a modulation unit

1090 (e.g., an analog to digital converter) that forms a modulated representation

of the analog signal formed by the read circuit 1024. The output of the

modulation unit 1090 may also be coded use different coding schemes, such as

binary coding, Gray coding, or two's complement binary coding This signal is

then transmitted to the controller chip 1002, for example, via a digital



transmission mechanism (as will be described in detail below). A demodulation

unit 1092 (e.g., a digital to analog converter) subsequently processes the

transmitted signal to form a recovered analog signal for use by the soft demapper

1030.

[0104] FIG. 9C shows one example of the modulation and demodulation units

1090 and 1092 and the digital transmission mechanism suitable for use in FIG.

9B. In this example, a linear analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is used to convert

the analog signal into a signal of multiple quantization levels (e.g., as represented

in a sequence of bits) according to a linear conversion scheme. This digital signal

can be transmitted to the controller chip 1002 in serial or parallel fashion (e.g., 8

bits over one or more serial lines or 8 bits each over a respective parallel line).

[0105] FIG. 9D shows another example of the modulation and demodulation units

1090 and 1092 and the digital transmission mechanism suitable for use in FIG.

9B. In this example, a non-linear analog-to-digital converter is used to convert

the analog signal into a signal of multiple quantization levels. Non-linear ADCs

can be useful, for example, in cases where the probability density function of a

signal being digitized is not uniform and there are regions around certain signal

levels that carry more information than regions around other signal levels. For

example, for a voice signal with a Laplacian distribution, the region around the

lowest amplitudes (i.e., near 0) contains more information than regions of higher

amplitudes. Logarithmic ADCs can be useful in such cases as they can increase

the dynamic range of representable values while enhancing resolution in the low-

amplitude region.

[0106] FIG. 9E shows another example in which pulse width modulation (PWM)

techniques are used to form modulated signals to be transmitted to the controller

chip. In some examples, the output of the read circuit 1024 is encoded in square

waves whose time-average amplitude can be varied by modulating their pulse

width (or duty cycle). For example, the widths of the pulses can correspond to

specific data values that can be encoded at one end and decoded at the other.

Pulses of various lengths can be sent at regular intervals (e.g., at the carrier

frequency of the modulation), for example, as triggered by clock signals.



[0107] FIG. 9F shows another example in which pulse amplitude modulation

(PAM) techniques are used. In this example, data is encoded in the amplitude of a

series of signal pulses (e.g., a series of square or sinusoidal waves), transmitted to

the controller chip, and then decoded by signal demodulation. Other forms of

modulation may also be used, including for example, quadrature amplitude

modulation (QAM) which uses a two-dimensional constellation, phase

modulation (PM) which can represent information in the instantaneous phase of a

carrier wave, pulse-position modulation (PPM) which can transmit information in

a set of possible time-shifts, and other existing modulation techniques.

[0108] FIG. 9G shows a further example in which stochastic modulation

techniques are used to form modulated signals to be transmitted to the controller

chip. In this example, the analog signal can be encoded in random (e.g., pseudo

random) binary (or m-ary) sequences of a specified probabilistic distribution, for

example, with the mean of the probabilistic distribution corresponding to the level

of the analog signal to be transmitted. These random binary or m-ary sequences

can be generated, for example, by "dithering" one or more digits of the sequence

between discrete states (e.g., 0 and 1).

[0109] FIG. 9H shows a second type of interface examples in which the soft

demapper 1030 and the soft decoder 1040 are separately implemented on the

memory chip 1000 and the controller chip 1002. In this particular example, the

output of the soft demapper 1030 is transmitted in the form of an analog signal to

be received by the soft decoder 1040. Examples of analog transmission

mechanisms includes the ones described above with reference to FIG. 9A.

[0110] FIG. 91 shows another example in which the output of the soft demapper

1030 is transmitted to the soft decoder 1040 in modulated forms by use of

modulation and demodulation units 1090 and 1092. Here, the modulation and

demodulation units 1090 and 1092 can be implemented using the examples

previously described with reference to FIG. 9C-9G.

[0111] Referring to FIG. 9J, in some examples, each of multiple analog outputs of

a demapper are passed to a decoder represented as digital values for at least part

of the path coupling the demapper and the decoder. In FIG. 9J, two analog



outputs of a demapper are shown each digitized in an analog-to-digital converter

1094 to a precision of three bits. The digital values are then passed to a decoder.

In some examples, the decoder processes the values digitally (i.e., as a numerical

procedure). In some examples, a digital-to-analog converter 1096 reconstructs the

analog signals for processing in an analog decoder.

[0112] The digitization approach can use different divisions between a memory

chip and a controller chip using the approach shown in FIG. 9J. These include the

following:

• Analog signals are determined in a demapper on the memory chip and passed

as analog signals to the controller chip, for example, as each signal on a

separate wire, with or without modulation. In some examples, the analog

signals are digitized on the controller chip and processed in numerical form.

In other examples, the analog signals are processed in analog form on the

controller chip using an analog decoder.

• The analog demapper output signals are digitized on the memory chip and the

digital values are passed to the controller. For example, instead of two analog

signal lines, six (i.e., two times three) digital signal lines couple the memory

chip and the controller chip. The six digital values can alternatively be passed

serially or in some combination of parallel and serial transmission. At the

controller chip, the digitized demapper signals are either processed as

numerical quantities, or analog signals are reconstructed using one or more

digital to analog converters and processed in an analog decoder.

[0113] As compared to direct digitization of the output of the memory chip (i.e.,

the input to the demapper), for example, as a five-bit quantity, demapping and

forming multiple digital representations of demapper outputs can use less circuit

area and/or less power.

[0114] In some other examples, the soft demapper and/or soft decoder described

in this document can be used in conjunction with other memory chip technologies

that do not necessarily read memory values in the analog form. For instance,

some existing memory chips may have a digital sense amplifier that produces

digital signals representing the memory values during a read operation. Such



signals may be first converted by a DAC into the analog form, which can then be

provided to the soft demapper and soft decoder described herein for subsequent

processing.

[0115] Note that the use of the above-described interface examples is not limited

to memory devices. More generally, these examples can be applied in various

types of volatile and non-volatile storage devices, including for example, hard

drives and phase-change memories. Also, some of these examples may be used in

applications outside the memory context, for example, in a soft decoder in which

there is a need for passing information among various circuit nodes in the form of

a modulated signal.

6 Alternative Demapper Design

[0116] In one or more examples of the interfaces described above, the soft

demapper 1030 is configured to receive an analog signal as its input to generate an

output representing a reliability measure of the received signal. The input to the

soft demapper 1030 contains "soft" information and may be provided in the form

of a continuous-valued signal, for example, generated by the demodulation unit

1092 of FIG. 9B or by the read circuit 1024 of FIG. 9H.

[0117] Note that a continuous-valued input is not necessarily required in every

embodiment of the soft demapper 1030. In some embodiments, soft information

is accepted in digital form to produce output signals. In some of the

aforementioned interface examples in which the soft demapper locates on a

controller chip separate from the memory chip, signals representing soft

information obtained from the memory chip are indeed transmitted in digital form

to the controller chip. In at least some of those cases, implementing a soft

demapper 1030 capable of accepting and processing digital input signals can be

useful. In some of the single-chip configurations where both the demapper and

decoder are placed on the memory chip rather than on a controller chip,

implementing such a soft demapper 1030 may also be useful (for instance, in the

case that a digital sense amplifier is used to generate digital signals representing

the storage values of memory cells, these digital signals can be directly processed

by the soft demapper without D-to-A conversion.)



[0118] FIG. 10 shows an exemplary embodiment in which a soft demapper 1130

residing on a controller chip 1102 is configured to receive a digital (discrete-

valued) input y transmitted from a memory chip 1100. This input signal y may

be formed, for example, by an analog-to-digital (ADC) component 1190 that

quantizes the analog signal representative of the storage value of selected memory

cell into multiple levels (e.g., as represented in a sequence of bits). The quantized

signal can be transmitted to the soft demapper 1130 using any one of the digital

transmission mechanisms described in the above section of Interface Examples.

[0119] In this embodiment, the soft demapper 1130 is able to process its digital

input y to generate an analog output suitable for subsequent processing by a soft

decoder 1140. This analog output can represent a degree of an association of the

selected memory cell(s) with each one of a set of logic states, for example, using a

probability-based measure, or alternatively a logarithmic-based measure. For

purpose of illustration and without limitation, the following example of the soft

demapper 1130 is specifically tailored to convert its digital input directly to

analog (or pseudo-analog) LLR values, and in an approximate manner that can

simplify circuit design without substantially deteriorating performance. In

addition, this example can be particularly desirable in certain implementations, for

example, for use with a soft decoder 1140 that exhibits improved performance on

inputs received in the form of analog LLR values.

[0120] To facilitate discussions of the specific structure of the soft demapper

1130, assume that a PAM8 (i.e., 8-level amplitude modulated) Gray-coded

constellation is used in the memory device of FIG. 10 for mapping input values to

symbols, or to bit strings.

[0121] FIG. 1 1 shows one example of a PAM8 Gray-coded constellation. Here,

the input values can correspond to, for example, voltage levels of the analog

signal generated by the read circuit 1124. Each symbol represents one of the 8

logic states to which a memory cell can be written, and a string of 3 bits

represents the data stored in the cell. For a noise-free memory device configured

using this modulation scheme, ideally, the observed signal for a memory cell

would only have the 8 discrete magnitude levels shown in the table, with each

level corresponding to a respective symbol and a respective bit string. In practice,



due to the presence of noise and/or variations from various sources, the magnitude

of the observed signal may span over a continuous range of levels, and can be

processed to determine a degree of association of the accessed memory cell with

each of the 8 logic states (such as symbol probabilities), or with the values of the

bit string (such as bit probabilities).

[0122] FIG. 12 shows a simulated prediction of bit probabilities (in the form of

LLR values) as a function of a continuous-valued signal observed from a memory

cell. This prediction is obtained based on a statistical model of the specific noise

characteristics of this memory device, as further discussed in the attached

Appendix. Here, each of the three curves represents an LLR-based measure

LLR Q1) of a corresponding bit b as a function of input voltage, where LLR Q1) is

defined as LLRQb1) = log( = 0) / PQb1 = I)) . The overall shape of the

individual curve is a result of applying the constellation shown in FIG. 11. Along

the horizontal axis, each of the eight "x" points corresponds to a voltage level that

is mapped to a respective symbol in the constellation.

[0123] Discussed below is one approach for designing a soft demapper that can

generate output based on a discrete-valued input (rather than continuous-valued

input) by approximating the LLR-based transfer functions shown in FIG. 12. This

approach is based on the following three principles. First, the exact (or theoretical)

transfer functions can be reasonably decomposed into piece-wise linear segments

from which the approximate transfer functions of the soft demapper are built.

Second, each approximate transfer function is limited (capped) by upper and

lower bounds on the vertical axis. Third, the relative difference between upper

and lower bounds of individual softbits can be set such that the relative

probabilistic relationship between states is preserved. The magnitude of the

difference between these bounds represents the strength with which to preserve

these probabilistic relationships.

[0124] FIG. 13 shows one example of designing the approximate transfer

functions according to these three principles. For instance, the W-shaped

LLRQJ ) curve is capped at the level of "6" along the vertical axis, while its

uncapped portion is divided into a set of 64 linear segments, with each segment

corresponding to a sub-range of voltage levels. In the case of soft demapper with



discrete-valued input, each linear segment can correspond to one of a set of 64

discrete input levels. Further, the V-shaped LLRQ\) curve is bound at the level of

"7" along the vertical axis, maintaining its probabilistic strength relative to the

LLR(b0) curve.

[0125] As previously discussed, information about a memory cell is initially

obtained as a continuous-valued signal by the read circuit 1124. The ADC

component 1190 quantizes the range of possible values of the signal into distinct

non-overlapping segments to provide the discrete-valued input y to the demapper.

This input y encodes which segment the value of the original signal was in.

[0126] Note that the number of quantization levels created by the ADC

component 1190 can be an important design parameter. Some quantization

schemes can preserve adequate amount of information without creating an overly

large dataset or introducing substantial noise. This may be desirable in some

applications. For instance, according to the PAM8 constellation of FIG. 11,

exactly 3 bits of information is used to describe the hard data stored in a memory

cell. However, digitizing the continuous-valued signal into only 8 levels (3-bit)

may not provide adequate data for decoding soft information. To extract

additional soft information and to increase the chances that the decoder can detect

and correct errors, a finer quantization scheme may be used.

[0127] In the example of FIG. 13, the continuous-valued signal is quantized by

the ADC component 1190 to a set of 64 discrete levels, represented by a total of 6

bits. As a result, each of the 64 linear segments of the W-shaped

LLR(b ) corresponds to a respective input level selected from 0 to 63.

[0128] Using the above-described design approach, each of the three LLR transfer

functions can be reasonably approximated down to certain number of linear

segments, each of which has identical resolution and can be realized using

unsophisticated digital logic. Accordingly, the soft demapper 1130 can operate,

for example, by first determining the LLR values of a given discrete-valued input

signal using look-up tables and subsequently converting the determined LLR

values to an analog output using conventional digital-to-analog converters

(DACs). In some implementations, for instance, where the soft demapper and the



soft decoder separately reside on memory chip and controller chips, the soft

demapper can be configured to directly output the LLR values in the digital form

(without converting to analog LLR values). The LLR values are then provided to

the controller chip, for example, as digital signals, which can be subsequently

converted by a DAC on the controller chip to analog signals to be decoded by the

soft decoder.

[0129] FIG. 14 shows a block diagram of a soft demapper 1430 that accepts a 6-

bit input signal from a soft ADC 1490. The soft demapper 1430 includes three

digital shufflers 1432A, 1432B, and 1432C, each coupled to a corresponding

DAC 1434A, 1434B, 1434C. Each pair of digital shuffler and DAC is configured

to process the 6-bit input to generate an analog signal representing the value of a

corresponding LLRQ 1) .

[0130] For instance, the digital shuffler 1432A accepts a 6-bit input signal that

has a level from 0 through 63 and translates this input to a corresponding

LLR Q) value according to the "segmented" transfer functions shown in FIG. 13.

This LLRQJ ) value is represented as a 4-bit sequence to be output to the 4-bit

DAC 1434A. Depending on the particular applications, the digital shufflers can

be implemented, for example, using look-up tables or using logic gates that can

compute logic functions (or approximations of logic functions).

[0131] FIG. 15 shows one exemplary mapping by which the digital shuffler

1432A converts the received 6-bit input signal to generate a 4-bit output sequence.

Here, signals with levels from 0 through 15 will be converted by the digital

shuffler 1432A respectively to codes 0 through 15, as represented by 4-bit binary

sequences (0000 through 11 1 1) and with an additional sign bit of "0" indicating

the negative slope of this range of the segmented transfer function LLR(b0 ) . This

sign bit will be later used to determine the polarity of the mapping of the codes to

the 4-bit output sequence. Signals with levels from 16 through 31 will also be

mapped to codes 0 through 15, but with a sign bit of "1" indicating the positive

slope of this part of the transfer function. Similarly, signals with levels from 32

through 47 will be mapped to codes 0 through 15 with a sign bit of "0," whereas

signals with levels from 48 through 63 will be mapped to codes 0 through 15 with

a sign bit of " 1." The 4-bit code together with the sign bit are used to determine



the output bit sequence of the digital shuffler 1432A, as shown in the table. Once

generated, the output bit sequence is converted by the 4-bit DAC to produce an

analog output of the demapper, for example, a voltage or current signal to be

subsequently used for decoding.

[0132] The digital shuffler 1432B operates in a similar manner as shuffler 1432A

but with a different mapping. Here, signals with levels from 8 through 23 will be

mapped to codes 0 through 15, with a sign bit of "0," whereas signals with levels

from 40 through 55 will be mapped to codes 0 through 15, with a sign bit of "1."

Any signal outside those two level ranges, for example, at the bottom-tip of the V-

shaped curve in FIG. 13, will be mapped to a predefined maximum or minimum

limit (e.g., code 0 or 15).

[0133] For the digital shuffler 1432C, only signals with levels from 24 through 39

will be mapped to codes 0 through 15, with a sign bit of "0." Again, the

remaining levels are mapped to a predefined maximum or minimum limit.

[0134] As such, the soft demapper 1430 shown in FIG. 14 can be synthesized

with a simple and repetitive structure with a small number of unique elements.

This may reduce circuit complexity without significantly affecting the demapping

performance. In addition, the analog output of the soft demapper 1430 can be

directly supplied to a soft decoder that operates on analog LLR values, without the

need for intermediate signal processing or conversion circuits.

[0135] In some examples, alternative to the mapping scheme shown in FIG. 15,

the digital shufflers 1432A-1432C may be configured to convert its 6-bit input

sequence to a 4-bit output sequence in a different manner. For example, in the

case of digital shuffler 1432A of FIG. 15, for input signals with levels from 16

through 3 1 (shown as 010000 to 0 11111), instead of mapping these signals first to

codes 0 through 15 and then using a sign bit of "1" to reverse the order of the

codes to generate the output 4-bit sequence, an alternative implementation directly

maps input signal levels 16 through 3 1 to codes 15 through 0 (i.e., the same as the

output bit sequence) without using the sign bit. This way, the soft demapper 1430

can rely on its digital logic to handle the appropriate mapping, without requiring

the use of a DAC that can change its polarity.



[0136] In some examples, as the noise characteristics (e.g., the sigma of a

Gaussian noise) of the channel may change, the DACs 1434A-1434C used in the

soft demapper 1430 can include an adjustable gain element to control the slope of

digital-to-analog conversion in combination with changing the mapping

characteristics of the demapper. Such a feature may be desired in certain

applications (e.g., Flash memories) for the purpose of providing fine tuning and

calibration (even when the sigma of the channel may not change substantially), as

well as in other types of applications (e.g., wireless communication channels)

where the sigma of the channel can change with many different factors.

[0137] As described in an earlier section of this document, the analog signal

generated by the read circuit 1124 may exhibit non-linearity due to a number of

factors, such as non-uniform noise distribution for states S1, non-uniform

spacings between the states S1, and/or non-linear current-voltage characteristics

of the transistors in the memory cell. One way to account for such non-linearity is

to implement a signal transformation circuit preceding the ADC 1190 to linearize

the analog signal before it is converted into the digital form. An alternative way is

to configure the digital shufflers 1432A-1432C in the soft demapper 1430 of FIG.

14 to implement a proper mapping of its input digital signal to the output (e.g.,

using a customized look-up table) that accounts for the non-linearity in the

signals.

[0138] Note that the above discussed D-to-LLR (digital input to analog LLR

output) demapper design can be adapted for use with some conventional memory

chips in which memory values are read as digital signals, for instance, by a

thresholding device (such as sense amplifier). Such digital signals can be

provided to the D-to-LLR demapper to generate continuous-valued LLR

representations of bit (or symbol) probabilities of the accessed memory cells,

which can subsequently be decoded in an analog or digital decoder.

[0139] The D-to-LLR demapper can also have important applications outside the

context of memory devices. For example, many conventional error correction

decoders are implemented digitally, which requires that soft information be

provided to the decoder in digital form. Alternative to those digital decoders, new

development of decoders with analog components are currently underway. A



suitable interface, like this D-to-LLR demapper, can be necessary to appropriately

and efficiently enable such a replacement.

[0140] In some implementations of the soft demapper discussed above, it is

assumed that a demapper with discrete-valued input would ideally compute the

same transfer functions as if it had received a continuous-valued input. In some

practical applications, the design of transfer functions may have slight differences

between those two cases. Related discussions are provided in the attached

Appendix.

7 Extensions and Applications

[0141] Although the above description is made primarily in the context of flash

memories, it should be noted that the general approaches are readily applicable to

other types of storage devices. One example is a dynamic random access memory

(DRAM), which includes a memory array having one transistor and one capacitor

per cell. Another example is a multi-level storage having an array of capacitive

elements (e.g., capacitors) for carrying storage values.

[0142] FIG. 7 shows one example of a multi-level storage having an array of

capacitive memory cells 712. Each memory cell 712 includes a pair of capacitors

that can be charged to a discrete set of logic states by a write circuit according to a

differential voltage (v+ - v ) (or alternatively, according to a single-ended

voltage). Each logic state of the cell 712 corresponds to a storage value

represented by a differential voltage level carried by the pair of capacitors. A read

circuit 714 includes a differential amplifier selectively coupled to a current source

715. To read the memory cell, a "read selection signal" activates the switch 716

to couple the current source 715 to the differential amplifier, which then converts

the differential voltage on the memory cell 712 representing the storage value into

a differential current signal Ai . The differential current signal is then provided to

a conversion unit 724 (e.g., to be transformed to a differential voltage signal) to

generate an analog signal that can be subsequently processed by the soft demapper

330 shown in FIG. 3.



[0143] In this description, most of the demapper and decoder circuit examples are

illustrated as being configured to process input and output signals in a single-

ended form. Note that circuits that process differential signals are also possible.

In some applications, it may be useful to adopt differential signals in circuit

design over single-ended signals. Advantages of differential signals may include,

for example, a larger dynamic range for circuit operation and higher noise

immunity (such as common mode rejection). For instance, if a constant noise is

introduced to both wires of the differential input (or output), it is possible to

design gate circuits that will ignore this constant additive factor and will primarily

respond to the difference between the signals on the two wires.

[0144] In the above description, the analog signal retrieved from the memory cells

is described as being processed in the soft demapper circuit and the soft decoder

circuit using currents and/or voltages representing probabilities. In some other

applications, the signal may be processed alternatively to produce representations

in the log domain, for example, log-odds or log likelihood ratio (LLR). For

example, the soft demapper 330 of FIG. 3 may be configured to be operable in the

log regime, for example, by coupling the original circuit with additional

processing components that convert the bump-shaped or S-shaped transfer

functions to the desired forms in the log domain. Alternatively, the soft demapper

330 of FIG. 3 may be configured to be operable in the log regime, for example, by
simply setting the parameter ak nάbk to best approximate the desired transfer

functions. Further discussions of the implementation of a demapper operable in

the log domain are provided in PCT Application Serial No. PCT/US20 10/025945

(Attorney Docket No. 30055-003WOl), titled "Signal Mapping," filed on March

2, 2010.

[0145] In the example of FIG. 3, the soft demapper 330 is shown to perform a

two-stage processing to transform its input signal first to the probabilities of states

P(S 1) then to the probabilities of bits P Q 1) . In some other examples, the soft

demapper 330 is configured to perform a single-stage processing to transform its

input signal directly to the probabilities of bi P Q 1) . In some further examples,

the soft demapper 330 outputs the probabilities of states P(S1) (rather than the



probabilities of bits PQJ1) ) to be processed by the soft decoder 340 for generating

the decoded digital bit stream.

[0146] In the above examples, when reading a memory cell, a fixed-amplitude

read voltage is applied to the cell to induce a current signal. The fixed-amplitude

read voltage is selected such that the induced current signal provides sufficient

information for the demapper to generate a complete reliability representation that

encompasses, for example, the entire set of probabilities of the memory cell being

at each one of its possible logic states (e.g., 8 states for a 3-bit cell).

[0147] In some other examples, instead of using a single read voltage, a set of two

or more read voltages is applied in successive steps in one read operation such

that each one of the read voltages results in a current signal that can be used to

determine a portion of the reliability representation, for example, the probabilities

of the memory cell being at each one of a selected subset of possible logic states

(e.g., a subset of 3 states out of a total of 8 states). In those cases, the current

signals produced at different steps can be either processed in a respective

demapper configured specific to the corresponding read voltage, or alternatively,

be processed in a shared demapper whose mapping characteristics are

reconfigured at each step. As each output of the demapper(s) corresponds to a

portion of the reliability representation, they can be combined to produce a

complete reliability representation that includes, for example, the entire set of

probabilities of the memory cell being at each one of the possible logic states. In

some implementations, the outputs of a reconfigurable demapper, once generated,

are first stored in an intermediate storage (e.g., in an analog memory) before being

retrieved for generating the complete reliability representation. This multi-step

read approach is also illustrated in FIG. 8.

[0148] Note that the above described multi-step read approach can be useful, for

example, where it is difficult to use one read voltage to produce a single current

signal with a signal range sufficiently broad for covering the entire set of possible

logical states, or where it is difficult to generate a single current signal that can

represent every stored value of the memory cell without introducing substantial

non-linear noise components at the end levels. In such cases, a set of read

voltages are used to produce multiple current signals with each current signal



covering a sub-range of the horizontal axis of the transfer functions (that is, each

current signal yielding a reliability representation of a selected subset of logical

states). In some examples, the current signals may yield reliability representations

of overlapping subsets of logical states, for example, with read voltages

Vrl Vr2 Vr resulting in current signals that respectively produce subsets

OfP(S0 ) ~ ( 3 ) , P(S2 ) ~ P(S5) , and P(S4 ) ~ P(S1 ) . When these three subsets

of probabilities are combined, a complete reliability representation can be

generated, and in some cases, even at a sub-state resolution.

[0149] In addition to being used in the memory device of FIG. 3 where the soft

demapper 330 accepts analog input, this multi-step read approach can also be

applied in memory devices that use the D-to-LLR demapper 1430 shown in FIG.

14. In the latter case, the current signals generated by successive voltage

applications can be first combined into a single signal prior to being digitized by

the soft ADC 1490 and processed by the soft demapper 1430, or alternatively, be

individually digitized and processed separately in the soft demapper 1430 and be

later combined to generate the LLR outputs using proper conversion schemes.

[0150] In some further embodiments, the multi-step read approach can be

alternatively implemented by adding storage elements before (rather than after) a

soft demapper. Accordingly, current signals induced from a memory cell(s) by

successive read voltage applications can be temporarily stored and then provided

to the soft demapper to produce P(S ) ~ P(S1 ) . Alternatively, the current signals

may be first processed, for example, to generate a combined signal (e.g., a voltage

signal, a current signal, or other forms of signals) that can represent the whole

range of storage values, and this combined signal is subsequently provided to the

soft demapper.

[0151] Note that in some of the above illustrated examples, the analog signal

induced from a memory cell(s) (e.g., as shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 9A) may

include one or more analog signals, for instance, one or more current signals. In

some examples, a section of memory cells may be read simultaneously and the

corresponding current signals from those cells are demapped (and/or decoded)

collectively. In some examples, multiple copies of a soft demapper (and/or



multiple copies of a soft decoder) may be implemented such that each copy is

configured to process a corresponding subset of the current signals.

[0152] Note that the soft error correction approaches described above can be

implemented on memory devices with traditional hard error correction/reduction

by adapting their existing circuit components and read logic for use with the soft

demapper and the soft decoder.

[0153] For example, to read a 2-bit (i.e., 4-state) memory cell, one traditional

method is to apply a series of three different reference voltages (e.g., from low to

high or in an otherwise predefined order) to the control gate of the cell, and at

each voltage application, to compare the source-drain current with a threshold

current level to form a hard decision of whether the cell's threshold voltage is

higher or low than the applied reference voltage and therefore to determine to

which state the cell was programmed. One way to incorporate soft error

correction to this traditional read method uses the multi-step read approach

described above, where each read voltage can be selected from the existing

reference voltages in traditional memory devices.

[0154] In this document, the term "probability" is not necessarily limited to a

probability representation in the linear domain (e.g., linear probabilities). It can

also refer to a probability representation in the logarithmic domain (e.g., log odds,

log likelihood ratios, etc.). Furthermore, it can also refer to measures of certainty

or likelihood that are not strictly probabilistic. Other examples include monotonic

functions and/or approximations of various probability representations.

[0155] Demapper variations in the context of continuous-valued input signals and

digital input signals, which may be incorporated into approaches presented above,

are discussed below.

[0156] In digital communications systems, the aim is to communicate a sequence

of discrete values, typically a sequence of binary digits (bits), from a transmitter

to a receiver. The transmitter and receiver may be distant from each other (as in

telecommunications systems) or may be in the same location but at different times

(as in digital storage devices). In either case, the sequence of discrete values is

generally transmitted in the form of a continuously valued signal. In many such



systems, each transmitted value is selected from a finite set of possible, often

called a constellation. For example, in pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), a

series of bits determines the amplitude of each signal value transmitted.

[0157] A mapping function determines the relationship between the discrete

values to be transmitted and the selected constellation value. For example, in

PAM-4, each group of 2 bits determines which of 4 possible amplitudes to

transmit. In PAM- 16, each group of 4 bits determines which of 16 possible

amplitudes to transmit. Other forms of modulation, such as PSK or QAM encode

bits onto a multi-dimensional signal. In general, a mapping function that takes

groups of N bits at a time maps each combination of those bits to one of 2N

values in the constellation.

[0158] The mapping function can sometimes be thought of as occurring in two

stages. In a first stage, a group of bits N is mapped to a discrete 2N symbol value,

and then the symbol value is mapped to the actual signal value. For example, 4

bits may be thought of as being mapped to the integer values 0 through 15, and

then each of these 16 integer values is mapped to a pre-determined analog voltage.

[0159] In the process of transmission (or storage) the transmitted signal is

generally corrupted in some way such that the signal received is not exactly the

same as the signal transmitted. One example of signal corruption is additive

random noise. When the signal is received, a demapper is generally used to

determine from each corrupted received signal, the corresponding discrete value

that had been transmitted.

[0160] A hard demapper (also known as a slicer) is a function of the received

signal that is intended to determine the most likely transmitted value (either the

transmitted symbol or corresponding bits) given the received signal value.

Typically the continuous set of possible received values (which may be

multidimensional) is partitioned such that any value falling within a given range is

demapped to the symbol value associated with that range. For example, using

PAM-4 with a uniform constellation, the 4 symbols 0, 1, 2, and 3 might be

mapped in the transmitter to -3, -1, 1, and 3 volts, respectively. Assuming a

simple model of additive noise and a unity gain channel, a hard slicer might



determine that all received signals above 2 volts map to symbol 3, between 0 and

2 volts map to symbol 2, between 0 and -2 volts map to symbol 1, and less than -2

volts map to symbol 0. The hard demapper might output either the symbol value

or value of the corresponding bits. For example, using Gray coding, symbol 0

might correspond to bits 00, symbol 1 to bits 01, symbol 2 to 11, and symbol 3 to

10.

[0161] An alternative to a hard demapper is a soft demapper. The purpose of a

soft demapper is not to select the single most likely transmitted symbol (or group

of bit values), but to determine for each possible symbol value (or bit value) the

conditional probability that this symbol (or bit) had been transmitted given the

received value.

[0162] A soft demapper may be designed to produce either symbol probabilities

or bit probabilities, depending on its purpose. A demapper intended to produce bit

probabilities might also produce symbol probabilities as an intermediate result.

[0163] These conditional probabilities can be determined using Bayes rule, in

which

p(x \y ) p(x)p(y \x)

[0164] If x is a given symbol value, and y is the corrupted received value, this

says that the conditional probability sought by the demapper (in this example, one

that generates symbol probabilities) is proportional to the prior probability of each

symbol value times the conditional probability of the received value given the

transmitted symbol. The latter term corresponds to the statistical model of the

noise (or other impairment).

[0165] More generally, the goal is to find p{s \y ) for each symbol S and

received value y . Using Bayes rule, we get:

P(s )p(y \s )
Pi.s Iy ) =

p(s .)p(y \s .)

where p(s t ) is the prior probability of the symbol S1 , and p(y \s ) is the

distribution of noisy re ceived values given symbol S1 was sent. The denominator



is an normalization constant, which is independent of / and is present to ensure

that the sum of p(s, | y ) over all values of / is one. In some situations, the symbols

S are equally likely, in which case this simplifies to:

[0166] In the case of additive noise, y = A +n , where A is the constellation

value corresponding to symbol S . Thus:

P(S \y ) = p n(y ~ A )

where p n(n) is the noise distribution. For the particular case of zero-mean

additive Gaussian noise:

P(y \ ) = N y (A ,σn) .

where Ny (µ ,σ) = (σ -v/2 ) 1 exp(-(>> - µ f / 2σ 2) .

[0167] In the case of a demapper intended to produce bit probabilities, one

method is to produce bit prob-abilities from symbol probabilities, where the

probability that a given bit was set to a given value is equal to the sum of all

symbol probabilities corresponding to symbols in which the corresponding bit has

the desired value. Using the PAM-4 with Gray coding example from above, if the

two bits are labeled ( b b ), then:

P ΦO
= 1y ) = _p(symbol = 11y ) +/>(symbol =2 \y ) , and

p{b = \ \y ) = />(symbol = 2 \y ) + />(symbol = 2 > \y).

[0168] More generally:

p(k = χ Iy) =

where Bk {s) is a mapping from the symbol value s to the value of the kth bit, and

where x {1, 0} .

[0169] A demapper might represent the resulting probabilities in alternative

representations, such as log-likelihood ratios.



[0170] In a digital communications system, a soft demapper typically receives a

digital representation of the signals (having been converted by an analog to digital

converter) and produces outputs, each represented by a digital value.

[0171] An alternative implementation is an analog soft demapper, in which the

demapper receives an analog representation of the signal and produces outputs

that are also in an analog representation.

[0172] In some situations it is useful to provide the demapper with a digital input

instead of the actual continuous received value, y . Such an input inherently

quantizes the range of possible values of y into distinct non-overlapping segments.

The digital input to the demapper encodes which segment the actual received

value of y was in. In this case, the demapper should ideally compute a slightly

different function than if it had received a continuous input.

[0173] If the demapper receives a digital input, Y , this corresponds to an

indication that the actual received value was somewhere in the region . The

quantization regions typically correspond to contiguous regions that collectively

cover all possible values ofy . For a one-dimensional signal, the quantization
regions would typically be in the form / < y ≤ u , where u and / are the upper

and lower boundaries, respectively, of a contiguous range of values. Because all

real values must map into a symbol, one of the regions must include values
through u} =+∞ and another region must include values through l} = - ∞ . From

this the goal of the demapper given a quantized received value, / , is to compute:

P(S 1 Y ) = P(S 1 y R )

where p(y \S ) is a probability density function. The denominator is a

normalization constant and is independent of / .

[0174] If all of the symbols, S , are equally likely, this simplifies to:



[0175] Generating bit probabilities from these symbol probabilities is identical to

the case previously described.

[0176] It is to be understood that the foregoing description is intended to illustrate

and not to limit the scope of the invention, which is defined by the scope of the

appended claims. Other embodiments are within the scope of the following

claims.

135308



What is claimed is:

1. A storage device comprising:

a storage array including a plurality of storage elements, each storage

element operable to be written to one of a discrete set of physical

states;

a read circuit for selecting one or more storage elements and generating,

for each selected storage element, an analog signal representative

of the physical state of the selected storage element; and

a signal processing circuit for processing the analog signal to generate a

plurality of outputs, each output representing a degree of an

association of the selected storage element with a different subset

of one or more of the discrete set of physical states.

2. The storage device of claim 1, wherein each output of the signal

processing circuit includes a continuous-valued signal.

3. The storage device of claim 1, further comprising a second signal

processing circuit for processing the plurality of outputs of the signal processing

circuit to generate a digital representation of a stored value of the selected storage

element.

4. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, further comprising a control

circuit coupled to the signal processing circuit, the control circuit being

configured for generating a control signal to change a mapping characteristic from

the analog signal generated by the read circuit to the set of outputs.

5. The storage device of claim 4, wherein the control circuit is configured for

changing the mapping characteristic based on an expected degree of variability of

the analog signal generated by the read circuit.



6. The storage device of claim 5, wherein the expected degree of variability

includes noise variance.

7. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein each output of the

signal processing circuit represents a probability of the selected storage element

being at a respective one of the discrete set of physical states.

8. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein each one of the

discrete set of physical states corresponds to a respective storage value.

9. The storage device of claim 8, wherein each storage value corresponds to a

bit string.

10. The storage device of claim 9, wherein each output of the signal

processing circuit represents a probability of a respective digit of the bit string

having the value of "1."

11. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the storage array

includes a plurality of floating-gate memory cells.

12. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the storage array

includes a plurality of dynamic random access memory (DRAM) cells.

13. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the storage array

includes a plurality of capacitive elements.

14. The storage device of claim 13, wherein each capacitive element include

one or more capacitors.



15. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the read circuit is

further configured to apply a reference voltage to the selected storage element to

generate the analog signal representative of the physical state of the selected

storage element.

16. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the analog signal is a

current-encoded signal.

17. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the analog signal is a

voltage-encoded signal.

18. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the analog signal is a

single-ended signal.

19. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the analog signal is a

differential signal.

20. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein each output of the

signal processing circuit represents the degree of the association as a probability

representation in a linear domain.

21. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein each output of the

signal processing circuit represents the degree of the association as a probability

representation in a log domain.

22. The storage device of claim 2 1, wherein each output of the signal

processing circuit includes a log probability based representation.

23. The storage device of claim 21, wherein each output of the signal

processing circuit includes a log likelihood ratio based representation.



24. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the signal processing

circuit includes an analog signal processor that transforms the analog signal to the

plurality of outputs.

25. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the signal processing

circuit includes a digital processing logic for processing binary representations

determined from the analog signal.

26. The storage device of any of claims 1 to 3, further comprising a non-linear

signal transformation circuit coupled between the read circuit and the signal

processing circuit.

27. A storage device comprising:

a storage array including a plurality of storage elements, each storage

element operable to be written to one of a discrete set of physical

states;

a read circuit for selecting one or more storage elements and generating,

for each selected storage element, an analog signal representative

of the physical state of the selected storage element; and

a signal processing circuit including:

a first module for processing the analog signal to generate a set of

one or more outputs, each output representing a degree of

an association of the selected storage element with a subset

of one or more of the discrete set of physical states; and

a second module for processing the set of one or more outputs of

the first module to generate a digital representation of a

stored value of the selected storage element.

28. The storage device of claim 27, wherein each output of the first module is

a continuous-valued signal.



29. The storage device of any of claims 27 to 28, wherein the second module

includes an analog decoder core configured for, in each of a plurality of cycles of

a decoding operation, accepting a portion of code data and a portion of an

intermediate value data to generate an output.

30. The storage device of claim 29, wherein the second module further

includes an analog storage for storing the output of the analog decoder core.

31. The storage device of claim 30, wherein the second module further

includes an output section for combining data, including intermediate value data

from the analog storage, to form decoded data representing an error correction of

the code data.

32. The storage device of any of claims 27 to 31 embodied on a single

semiconductor wafer.

33. The storage device of any of claims 27 to 31 embodied on in single

integrated package.



34. A storage system comprising:

a first section having:

a storage array including a plurality of storage elements, each

storage element operable to be written to one of a discrete

set of N physical states;

a read circuit for selecting one or more storage elements and

generating, for each selected storage element, an analog

signal representative of the physical state of the selected

storage element; and

a modulation circuit for accepting the analog signal to form a

modulated representation of the analog signal from the read

circuit capable of representing greater than N different

states; and

a second section interfacing the first section having:

a demodulation circuit for accepting the modulated representation

of the analog signal from the modulation circuit to recover

the analog signal; and

a signal processing circuit for processing the recovered analog

signal to generate a plurality of outputs, each output

representing a degree of an association of the selected

storage element with a different subset of one or more of

the discrete set of physical states.

35. The storage system of claim 34, wherein the modulation circuit is

configured to form a discrete-state representation of the analog signal from the

read circuit, wherein the discrete-state representation is capable of representing

greater than N different states.

36. The storage system of claim 34, wherein the modulation circuit includes

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC).



37. The storage system of claim 35, wherein the demodulation circuit includes

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC).

38. The storage system of claim 35, wherein the ADC includes a linear ADC

component.

39. The storage system of claim 35, wherein the ADC includes a non-linear

ADC component.

40. The storage system of claim 34, wherein the modulated representation of

the analog signal from the read circuit includes a signal of multiple quantization

levels.

41. The storage system of claim 40, wherein the signal of multiple

quantization levels is transmitted via a serial line to the demodulation circuit.

42. The storage system of claim 40, wherein the signal of multiple

quantization levels is transmitted via multiple parallel lines to the demodulation

circuit.

43. The storage system of claim 34, wherein the modulation circuit is further

configured for applying a signal modulation technique to the analog signal from

the read circuit to form the modulated representation of the analog signal.

44. The storage system of claim 43, wherein the signal modulation technique

includes pulse-code modulation.

45. The storage system of claim 43, wherein the signal modulation technique

includes pulse width modulation.



46. The storage system of claim 43, wherein the signal modulation technique

includes pulse amplitude modulation.

47. The storage system of claim 43, wherein the signal modulation technique

includes quadrature amplitude modulation.

48. The storage system of claim 43, wherein the signal modulation technique

includes phase modulation.

49. The storage system of claim 43, wherein the signal modulation technique

includes pulse-position modulation.

50. The storage system of claim 43, wherein the signal modulation technique

includes stochastic modulation, and the modulated representation of the analog

signal is provided as a random binary sequence of a specified probabilistic

distribution.

51. The storage system of any of claims 34 to 50, wherein the first section is

implemented as a first integrated circuit, and the second section is implemented as

a second integrated circuit.

52. The storage system of claim 51, further comprising a communication link

between the first and the second integrated circuits.

53. The storage system of any of claims 34 to 50, wherein the first section is

implemented in a same integrated circuit as the second section.



54. A circuit comprising:

a signal processing circuit for accepting a discrete-valued input

characterizing an observation of a signal and for generating a set of

continuous-valued outputs, each output characterizing a

corresponding log likelihood ratio (LLR) based measure of an

association of the signal with one or more of a set of representative

levels, the signal processing circuit including:

a plurality of mapping circuits, each configured to map a different

range of the discrete-valued input to a respective discrete-

valued output signal according to a modeling of the

characteristics of the observation of the signal; and

a plurality of conversion circuits each configured for accepting the

discrete-valued output signal of a corresponding mapping

circuit to generate a respective one of the set of continuous-

valued output.

55. The circuit of claim 54, wherein the observation of the signal includes an

observation of a physical state of a selected storage element of a storage array

having a plurality of storage elements.

56. The circuit of claim 55, wherein each one of the set of representative

levels associated with the signal corresponds to a respective one of a set of

physical states to which the storage element can be written.

57. The circuit of claim 56, further comprising a pre-processing circuit

coupled to the signal processing circuit for generating the discrete-valued input of

the signal processing circuit characterizing the observation of physical state of the

storage element.



58. The circuit of claim 57, wherein the pre-processing circuit includes a read

circuit for selecting the storage element from the plurality of storage elements to

generate a discrete-valued signal representing the physical state of the selected

storage element and for providing this discrete-valued signal as input to the signal

processing circuit.

59. The circuit of claim 58, wherein the read circuit includes a thresholding

device.

60. The circuit of claim 59, wherein the thresholding device includes a sense

amplifier.

61. The circuit of claim 57, wherein the pre-processing circuit includes a read

circuit for selecting the storage element from the plurality of storage elements to

generate a continuous-valued signal representing the physical state of the selected

storage element.

62. The circuit of claim 61, wherein the pre-processing circuit further includes

an analog-to-digital converter for converting the continuous-valued signal

representing the physical state of the storage element into a discrete-valued signal,

and for providing this discrete-valued signal as input to the signal processing

circuit.

63. The circuit of any of claims 55 to 62, further comprising a decoder circuit

coupled to the signal processing circuit for processing the set of continuous-

valued outputs of the signal processing circuit to generate a digital representation

of the physical state of the storage element.

64. The circuit of claim 63, wherein the decoder circuit includes an analog

decoder core configured for, in each of a plurality of cycles of a decoding

operation, accepting a portion of code data and a portion of an intermediate value

date to generate an output.



65. The circuit of claim 64, wherein the decoder circuit further includes an

analog storage for storing the output of the analog decoder core.

66. The circuit of claim 64, wherein the portion of code data accepted in each

of the plurality of cycles of the decoding operation includes data representing the

physical state of each of a subset of two or more storage elements selected from

the storage array.

67. The circuit of any of claims 54 to 66, wherein the modeling of the

characteristics of the observation of the signal includes a modeling of an expected

degree of variability in the observation of the signal.

68. The circuit of any of claims 54 to 66, wherein each one of the plurality of

mapping circuits forms a substantially piece-wise linear mapping of the different

range of the discrete-valued input to the respective discrete-valued output signals.

69. The circuit of any of claims 54 to 66, wherein each mapping circuit

includes a look-up table.

70. The circuit of any of claims 54 to 66, wherein each mapping circuit

includes one or more logic gates.

71. The circuit of any of claims 54 to 66, wherein each conversion circuit

includes a digital-to-analog converter.
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